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中 文 摘 要 ： 銀行等金融機構對投資者的信賴程度非常敏感。當所有投資

者都缺乏信心而產生擠兌 

行為時,投機性的銀行危機便會發生。在這樣的環境下,因為

盈餘預測會對投資者的信 

心及銀行的穩定有直接的影響,相較於其他產業,金融機構特

有的投機性的危機,反而 

形成一機制使得銀行管理者的自發性盈餘預測的可姓度增加,

而且其訊息洩漏的程度 

會隨著投資者的樂觀程度而遞增。此一說實話的機制存在於

敏感的金融體系,且有別於 

現有文獻所討論的其他機制（包括名譽及社會規範等）。 

中文關鍵詞： 自發性揭露. 財務公司, 投機性倒閉 

英 文 摘 要 ：  

英文關鍵詞： Voluntary disclosure, Financial firms, Speculative 

Run. 
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Credibility of Voluntary Disclosure in Financial Firms 

12/25/2013 

 
Abstract 

Financial firms are more vulnerable to the investors’ lacking in confidence, and a 

speculative run could happen when all investors lose their confidence and 

withdraw simultaneously. In addition to the existing discussions on endogenous 

misreporting cost such as reputation, propriety and social norm effects, this paper 

demonstrated that the threat of speculative run can serve as an endogenous 

misreporting cost which prevents the bank manager from lying in their voluntary 

disclosures. Hence, voluntary disclosures such as management earnings forecast 

can be informative, and the degree of information revelation will be positively 

related to depositors’ perspectives on the random investment shock.  

 

     JEL classification: G2, M4 
     Keywords: Voluntary disclosure, Financial firms, Speculative Run. 
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1  Introduction 
It has been an interesting topic in accounting and financial research that in practice many managers 

voluntarily disclose their private information on future or current profitability. Voluntary disclosures 

such as management earnings forecasts serve as a communication signal from the privately informed 

managers to the uninformed investors. Yet, how much investors can learn from voluntary disclosures 

and what disclosure strategies managers follow will depend to a large extent on whether 

misrepresentation is costless or costly. In the line of cheap-talk models where there are no (direct) costs 

of misreporting,1 endogenous misreporting cost will be important for voluntary disclosures to be 

actually informative. After all, as pointed by Beyer et al. (2010), "if the corporate information 

environment arises endogenously to resolve stewardship problems, then why is disclosure regulation 

needed in capital markets? " 

Several endogenous forces have been proposed to solve the agency problem between managers and 

outside investors. For example, in a multiple period framework managers can benefit from building a 

reputation for truthful disclosure (Stocken, 2000). Moreover, when disclosure reveals proprietary 

information (e.g., to potential entrants or competitors in product markets), firms are likely to send 

signals to mitigate expected competitive pressure in the product marketplace (Darrough 1993; Clinch 

and Verrecchia 1997). Wagenhofer (1990) and Verrecchia (2001) showed that full disclosure happens 

in a Cournot model. Finally, the social norm literature suggests that once the social norm for truthful 

disclosure is built up, there will be an intrinsic or voluntary motivation for managers to comply with 

this norm and be more willing to report truthfully (see Lai et al., 2003). 

This paper complements the literature by studying the impacts of speculative run on the financial 

firms’ strategies on voluntary disclosure. Our focus on financial firms is important because, as 

intermediaries, financial firms are more vulnerable to the investors’ lacking in confidence. In the 

extreme case, a speculative run could happen when all investors lose their confidence and withdraw 

their money simultaneously (Diamond and Dybvig, 1983). When manipulating their voluntary 

disclosures, managers have to be very careful not to trigger the speculative run, and this bankruptcy 

threat creates an endogenous misreporting cost that prevents managers from lying in their earnings 

forecasts. 

We consider a single bank’s portfolio decision over safe and risky assets. It is assumed that the 

bank manager is privately informed of the risky asset’s future profitability, and through learning from 

                                                 
1 On the contrary, costly state falsification models assume the mis-reporting cost to be increasing 
in the magnitude of the difference between the reported and the true value of managers’ private 
information. See Dye (1988), Stein (1989), Fischer and Verrecchia (2000), Sankar and 
Subramanyam (2001), Dye and Sridhar(2004), Guttman et al. (2006), and Beyer (2009). 
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the management earnings forecast, the potential depositors can update their beliefs and make their 

deposit decisions. Then, the bank manager allocates the received money over safe and risky assets, the 

latter of which is uncertain and subject to a random investment shock. Later, the random shock and the 

true profitability of risky asset are realized and become publicly observed, and depositors make their 

withdrawal decisions. Finally, if the bank is still solvent, we follow Diamond and Dybvig (1983) and 

assume that the profit will be distributed equally to the remaining depositors. If the bank becomes 

insolvent, each depositor will receive a compensation or premium from the deposit insurance company 

for simplification. The single bank framework is assumed so that we can isolate the impacts of 

speculative threat from other proprietary effects. When depositors simultaneously decide whether to 

withdraw their deposits from the bank, they form a coordination game where there will be two 

equilibria: all stay and all withdraw. We will later explain that, since all information has been released 

at this stage, we adopt the approach by Kandori et al. (1993) to select the "all stay" equilibrium between 

the two equilibria. 

We show that the threats of speculative run can ensure the full disclosure of the management 

earnings forecast. A high forecast can indeed attract more depositors, but when they understand that 

the true profitability is actually bad or when the investment shock is unfortunately high, the bank faces 

a higher probability of speculative run. This concern creates an endogenous misreporting cost which 

prevents the manager from lying in the first place. Under looser conditions, we show that there will be 

partial disclosure and the degree of information revelation is positively related to the depositors’ 

perspectives on profits. It is important to notice that, if we only consider the threat from "fundamental" 

run, the endogenous misreporting cost of this nature will not exist. As we will demonstrate, this is 

because when high forecast attracts more deposits, the probability of fundamental run actually becomes 

lower. There will be no endogenous cost for misreporting and hence the unravelling result2 does not 

hold in this case. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we start by describing the 

environment where the bank manager’s voluntary disclosure may change potential depositors deposit 

decisions, but the bank is later threaten by speculative run when all depositors decide to withdraw 

simultaneously. Section 3 characterizes the perfect Bayesian equilibrium for this game, where we show 

that both separating and hybrid equilibria exist. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

 

2  The Model 

                                                 
2 See Grossman and Hart (1980), Milgrom (1981), Milgrom and Roberts (1986). 
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This section examines how a single bank’s voluntary disclosure such as management earnings forecast 

can affect its portfolio decision and the chance of speculative run. The management earnings forecast 

serves as a signal to reveal the managerial ability, with which the potential depositors will decide 

whether to deposit their money in this bank. We will assume a single bank framework, so that we can 

isolate the speculative run effect from the others. 

 

2.1  The Environment 
The players involved in this games are M potential depositors and the manager of a single bank. All 

depositors and the bank manager are assumed to be risk neutral. Each of the M depositors is endowed 

with $1 and has a different outside opportunity, denoted by ρ. If a potential depositor keeps her 

endowment at home, her future utility is ρ. To simplify the notation, we assume ρ to be uniformly 

distributed over [0,M], and we can rank the M potential depositors sequentially according to their 

outside opportunities. 

If a potential depositor deposits the money in the bank, she will receive a return U(Θ) where Θ 

denotes the bank manager’ managerial ability. The bank manger’s ability Θ can be either H or L. The 

potential depositors cannot fully observe Θ, but have a common prior belief that the probability of Θ 

is p(Θ). Let EU(Θ) denote the expected utility, the explicit definition of which will be given shortly. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 describes the sequence of actions in this four-stage signaling game between the single 

bank manager and the M potential depositors. At T=1, the privately informed bank manager announces 

an earnings forecast. At T=2, after observing the earnings forecast and the manager’s signaling 

strategy, the potential depositors update their beliefs on the manager’s ability and then make the deposit 

decisions. At T=3, the manager of the bank allocates the received deposits over safe and risky assets. 

Finally, at T=4, the random shock is realized after the bank’s portfolio decision. Given the realized 

shock, the depositors need to make their withdrawal decisions, based on the true value rather than the 

depositors’ belief on managerial ability. The withdrawal decision keeps on haunting a depositor’s mind 
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continuously, until the end of T=4 when either the bank fails or sustains. From this aspect, we therefore 

assume that the depositors’ withdrawal decisions actually take place for infinitely many sub-periods. 

At each time period, each depositor observes the choices, stay or withdrawal, of all other depositors. 

Then according to the actions of all other depositors choices, each depositor formulates his belief about 

his opponents future actions. Then, each depositor chooses stay or withdrawal according to his belief. 

We will adopt the approach by Kandori et al. (1993) to select the long term equilibrium To do so, we 

further assume that at the end of each time period, each depositor has a positive small probability (i.e., 

mutation rate) of not obeying his rational choice. The detailed actions in each stage are given below. 

 

2.2  Management Earnings Forecast and Deposit Decisions 
 

In the beginning, the bank manager who knows his managerial ability Θ announces an earnings forecast 

δ. δ∈{δL,δH}  where δL  and δH  denote the low and high forecasts, respectively. Let 

σ(Θ)∈▵({δL,δH}) denote the manager’s signaling strategy for type Θ, and let σ≡(σ(H),σ(L)) denote the 

strategy profile. In a hybrid strategy, for example, ))(),(( LH   ));1(,( LHH    The high 

type of manager sends out δH, while the low type takes a mixed strategy between δH and δL. More 

details on the benefits and costs of announcing forecasts will be discussed when we characterize the 

equilibrium in Section 3. 

Deposit Decisions  After observing δ and the signaling strategy σ,  the potential depositors 
update their beliefs on Θ: 








)()(

)()(
|)|(


  p

p
p . 

This posterior belief p(Θ|δ)|
σ
 is decreasing with δ( ̂ ) for ̂≠Θ. For example, consider the case that 

δ=δH and the signaling strategies are: σ=(δH,λδH+(1−λ)δL). The posterior belief is:                
 

 p(H|δH)|
σ
= 

p(H)∗1
p(H)∗1+p(L)∗λ,                           (1) 

 
and notice that this belief is decreasing with λ. Hence the depositor’s updated expected utility becomes:        

       


  )}.(|)|()(|)|({)( HUHpLULpUE                        (2) 

 
If we compare E

σ
U(Θ) to the cases where Θ is known to be L or H, we have U(L)<E

σ
U(Θ)<U(H). 

The potential depositors will put their money in the bank if  
 

 )(UE .                                 (3) 
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Let LN , GN  and NH denote the number of depositors associated with utilities U(L), )(UE  and 

U(H), respectively. It is obvious that HGL NNN  . From the fact that p(Θ|δ)|
σ
 is decreasing with 

δ( ̂ ) for ̂≠Θ, we know that Nσ is decreasing with δ( ̂ ). Finally, for further comparison, let N  

denote the number of depositors associated with the prior belief p(Θ), and we have HL NNN  . 

2.3  Bank’s Portfolio Decision 
Following the literature, we assume that the bank is a financial intermediary that accepts deposits and 

channels those deposits into lending or investment activities. Given the received deposits Nσ, the 

manager of the bank allocates the deposits over safe and risky assets. 

Let s denote the level of safe asset and r as the risky asset,3 with s+r=Nσ. The safe asset is the 

cash flow reserve, so the return rate is certain and assumed to be one. The risky asset has an uncertain 

rate of return ΘR(r)+ε, which consists of three parts. As defined, Θ is the managerial ability such as 

leadership or manager’s prospective on future profitability. R(r) is the deterministic return, which is a 

concave function of r, i.e., 0)(' rR  and 0)(" rR . The concavity of R(.) indicates a decreasing 

marginal return on investment (see Klein, 1971). Finally, ε is the random investment shock such as 

demand shock, interest rate or exchange rate shocks (see Hellwig, 1998). ε is distributed according to 

F(.) over (−∞,∞), with a density function f( .). 

Together with the safe asset, the bank’s asset value is denoted by ),,,(  Nr , where  

        π(Θ,r,Nσ,ε)=(Nσ−r)+r[ΘR(r)+ε].                                 (4) 

The first term is received deposits Nσ, deducted by the risky investment r. The second term is return 

from risky investment, which is the total risky invesment multiplied by an uncertain rate of return 

ΘR(r)+ε. The expected asset value is denoted by ).,,,(  NrE   It is easily seen from equation (4) 

that ),,,(  NrE   increases with Nσ,  Θ and ε. 

 

2.4  Depositors’ Withdrawal Decisions 
The random shock is realized after the bank’s portfolio decision. Given the value of ε, the depositors 

need to make their withdrawal decisions, based on the true value rather than the depositors’ belief on 

Θ. When deciding whether to withdraw or to stay, each of the Nσ depositors needs to consider that all 

other depositors are making the same decisions simultaneously. If the bank is solvent until the end, we 

                                                 
3 We consider full disclosure of the bank’s portfolio decision. Examples for partially disclosure 
can be found in Davies and McManus (1991) and Matutes and Vives (2000). 
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follow Diamond and Dybvig (1983) and assume that the profits will be distributed equally to the 

remaining depositors. If the bank becomes insolvent due to either bad realization of ε or too many 

withdrawals, it is assumed that each depositor will receive a compensation or premium (ω) from a flat 

rescuing policy4 or from the deposit insurance company, no matter whether the depositors have 

decided to withdraw or to stay. In what follows, we will define the solvent condition first, and then 

describe the depositors’ withdrawal decisions. 

Bank Solvency  Solvency denotes the case where the asset value reaches a non-negative level (see 

Freixas and Rochet, 1997, p 24). In other words, let z denote the number of depositors who decide to 

stay until the end, and π(Θ,r,z,ε) denote the bank’s asset value associated with z. The condition of 

solvency for a nonnegative asset value is (1−α)π(Θ,r,z,ε)≥0, where α denotes the share of managerial 

compensation. 

Notice that π(Θ,r,z,ε) takes two possible values, depending on whether the risky assets need to be 

liquidated before maturity. First, if z ≥ r, the amount of cash reserve (Nσ−r) is high enough to pay for 

the total withdrawals (Nσ−z), and hence 

        π(Θ,r,z,ε)=(z−r)+r[ΘR(r)+ε].                                      (5) 
 
The first term denotes the safe asset left after withdrawal, and the second term is the overall return from 

the risky assets. Second, if z < r, there will be overall (r−z) units of risky assets that need to be liquidated 

early. Let β denote the unit suspending cost for pre-mature liquidation. Then,   

π(Θ,r,z,ε)=(r−(1+β)(r−z))[ΘR(r−(1+β)(r−z))+ε]. 

r−(1+β)(r−z) denotes the remaining risky asset. If z < r, there will be overall (r−z) units of risky assets 

that need to be liquidated early, plus the unit suspending cost for pre-mature liquidation,  

 

Notice that in both cases, π(Θ,r,z,ε) is increasing in Θ, z and ε. 

There will be two situations when the bank becomes insolvent. First, when the realization of random 

shock is so bad that even if all depositors stay, the bank’s asset value is still negative, i.e., 

0),,,(   Nr . This situation has been classified as the fundamental run in the literature. Second, 

when too many depositors decide to leave the bank, the bank asset value becomes negative, i.e., 

π(Θ,r,z,ε) < 0. This situation has been classified as speculative run. 

                                                 
4 An alternative setting by Peck and Shell (2003) is to assume that investors can still have their 
unit investment back if they are in the early queue of withdraws, and the bank serves by the 
sequential service constraint (see Wallace, 1988). 
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To characterize the conditions of solvency in terms of the number of depositors z, let z(Θ,r,ε) denote 

the number of depositors such that (1−α)π(Θ, r, z(Θ,r,ε), ε)=0. z(Θ,r,ε) is well defined because π(Θ,r,z,ε) 

is increasing in z. Hence the bank’s solvency condition becomes: 

                    
).,,(z(z if  ,0),,,()1(

),,,(z(z if  ,0),,,()1(








rNr

rNr




               (6) 

Since π(Θ,r,z,ε) is increasing in Θ, z and ε, z(Θ,r,ε) will decrease with Θ and ε. We can further define 

two thresholds, ),( r  and ),( r , to distinguish the two situations of bank run when we 

characterize the equilibrium in the withdrawal subgame. That is, let ),( r  be the level of ε such that 

1),,(  rz , and ),( r be the level of ε such that .),,(  Nrz   Hence, for all ),,( r   we 

have π(Θ,r,1,ε)>0, and for all ε<ε(Θ,r), we have π(Θ,r,Nσ,ε)<0.  For intermediate levels of shock 

),,(),( rr    we have  Nrz  ),,(1 . Remind that both ),( r and ),( r are 

decreasing in Θ. The thresholds z(Θ,r,ε), ),( r  and ),( r  will help us characterize the equilibria 

of the withdrawal subgame. 

Withdrawal Decisions  If a depositor decides to withdraw and if the bank is still solvent, she can 

take back $1. However, if the bank becomes insolvent due to either bad realization of ε or too many 

withdrawals, it is assumed that each depositor will receive a compensation (ω), whether the depositor 

decides to withdraw or to stay. 

Specifically, denote s1 as the decision to withdraw immediately, and s2 as the decision to stay. Let 

),,,(1 zru   and ),,,(2 zru   be the associated utilities for the two decisions. Then, ),,,(1 zru   

is given by 

 

         
 ).,,z(z if                        

),,,z(z if    1),,,(1




r

rzru




                              (7) 

 
Next, if a depositor decides to stay and if the bank is still solvent, we follow Diamond and Dybvig 

(1983) and assume that the profits will be distributed equally to the remaining depositors. If the bank 

becomes insolvent, each depositor will receive a compensation ω. Hence, ),,,(2 zru   is given by 

      
).,,z(z  if                           ,                      

),,,z(z  if  ,
),,,()1(

),,,(2





r

r
z

zr
zru







                      (8) 
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3  Characterization of Equilibrium 
 

In this section, we will solve the game backward this timing of actions. We characterize the equilibrium 

in this withdrawal subgame first. Then we discuss the bank’s portfolio choice and then the signaling 

strategies for the management earnings forecasts. 

 

3.1  Multiple Equilibrium in Withdrawal Subgame 

In the withdrawal subgame, all depositors choose s1 or s2 simultaneously. Let ),,,(  zr denote the 

utility difference between the two decisions, i.e., ),,,,(),,,( 12  zruzru   where  

).,,z(z  if                                  ,0                    

),,,z(z  if  ,1
),,,()1(

),,,(





r

r
z

zr
zr







                       (9) 

 
Lemma 1 concludes the equilibria for this withdrawal subgame. 
 
Lemma 1 For sufficiently high levels of shock ( ),( r  ), all depositors stay. For sufficiently low 

levels of shocks ( ),( r  ), all depositors withdraw. For intermediate levels of shock 

( ),(),( rr   ), there are two equilibria: all deposit or all withdraw.  
 

Proof. The first two cases follow from definitions. The proof for the third case replicates that in Kim 

(1996). That is, let z∗ be the number of depositors such that 0)*,,,(   zr  and ).,,(* rzz   

Given that all the other depositors stay, hence z≥z∗  and the depositors stay because 

).,,,(),,,( 12  zruzru   However, given that all the other depositors withdraw, we have z<z∗ and 

the depositors withdraw because ).,,,(),,,( 12  zruzru    ■ 

Equilibrium Selection  The problem of multiple equilibria in coordination games such as our 

withdrawal subgame is now well known in the literature. Two approaches have been proposed to 

resolve the indeterminacy among multiple equilibria. The first is the global game approach (see 

Carlsson and van Damme, 1993) and the second is the evolutionary game approach (see Kandori et al., 

1993). The global game approach is an incomplete information model, which is based on a perturbation 

of the coordination game considering each depositor’s fuzzy observation about the game to be played 

(Carlsson and van Damme, 1993). The evolutionary game approach considers an finitely repeated 

version of a coordination game. Kandori et al. (1993) studied the evolutionary processes of depositors’ 

decisions, which are subject to random mistakes. The process will select the long run equilibria, which 
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are the state (strategy) that survives for the longest time as the probability of making mistakes 

approaches zero.5 

In our withdrawal subgame, all information has been released, and hence we will adopt the 

approach by Kandori et al. (1993) to select the long term equilibrium between the two equilibria. To 

do so, we need first assume that at the end of each time period, each depositor has a positive small 

probability (i.e., mutation rate) of not obeying his rational choice. Thus we incorporate the result by 

Tanaka (2000), who showed in an N-player version that, the long run equilibrium will be equivalent to 

the equilibrium in N/2-stable evolutionary stable strategies (see Shaffer, 1988). In our terminology, the 

equilibrium where "all depositors stay" will be the long run equilibrium if 

.2/Nzfor    0),,,(   zr   

Since ),,,(  zr  is increasing in ε, there exists a level of shock )N,,(  r  such that 

.0),,,( 2
N   

r   Since ),,,(  zr  is increasing in Θ but decreasing in z, we have the following 

result. 

Lemma 2 )N,,(  r  is decreasing in Θ and increasing in Nσ.  

Finally, we can summarize the long term equilibria of the withdrawal subgame as:  

 withdraw.depositors alland   0),,,(    ),N,,(For 

stay; depositors alland   0),,,(    ),N,,(For 

2
N

2
N
















rr

rr
              (10) 

As addressed earlier, there are two kinds of bank failures. If the random shock is tremendously bad 

( ),( r  ), then even if all depositors stay, the bank’s charter value remains negative. This is 

fundamental run. On the other hand, the bank can also fail for an intermediate level of shock, if all 

depositors coordinate on withdrawing. This is the speculative run in concern. Since 

),N,,(),(  rr   we conclude that the probability of bank insolvency is )).N,,((  rF   This 

probability will decrease with Θ and Nσ. In particular, we have ))N,,((  rHF  )).N,,((  rLF  

3.2  Bank’s Portfolio Decision 
Given the received deposit Nσ, the manager of the bank needs to allocate the deposit over safe and 

risk assets, taking into account that the long term equilibrium of the withdrawal subgame is 

characterized in equation (10). Increasing r will change the bank’s asset value and the probability of 

                                                 
5 Goldstein and Pauzner (2004), Rochet and Vives (2004) have adopted the global game 
approach, and Temzelides (1997) has adopted the evolutionary game approach. 
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speculative run. Since both the bank asset value and the probability of speculative run are concave in 

r, an optimal level of risk asset will exist in this problem. 

Recall that ),,,(  Nr  is the realized profit in the equilibrium where all depositors stay. 

)N,,(  r  is the threshold for speculative run and ε(Θ,r) is the threshold for fundamental run. α 

denotes the share of managerial compensation. The bank manager’s maximization problem is to find a 

level of r to maximize the expected value ),,,(*  NrE   where 

).(}),,,({),,,(*
)N,,(




 dFNrNrE
r




                       (11) 

For comparison, we list the expected value where there is only a fundamental run:  

).(}),,,({),,,(
),(

0 


 dFNrNrE
r




                        (12) 

Recall that )N,,(  r  is the value of ε such that ,0),,,( 2
N   

r  and ε(Θ,r) is the level of ε such 

that .),,(  Nrz   Denote r∗  and r0  as the level of risky asset that maximizes 

),,,(*  NrE   and ),,,,(0  NrE   respectively. Proposition 3 shows that r∗<r0, 

indicating that the bank manager will invest less risky asset when there is also a threat of speculative 

run. 

 
Proposition 3 The threat of speculative run will decrease risk taking.   

Proof. We need to show that r∗<r0. First, take the partial differentiation of equation (11) with respect 

to r, and we have ].
)N,,(

))(()('[))]((1()([1
r

r
rfrRrrFrR ii





  Similarly, take the 

partial differentiation of equation (12) with respect to r, and we have 

 Denote the RHS of the above equations as 

Xi(r), with i=∗,0, and the second order condition of maximization requires that ∂Xi(r)/∂r<0. Since f 

is symmetric to 0 and ,0),(),(  rr  we have )),(( rf  < )),(( rf  and therefore 

X∗(r)>X0(r). Thus, by the second order condition of maximization, r∗<r0. ■ 

The intuition follows by the argument of maximization. Maximization requires that the rates of 

return for both safe and risky assets are equalized. The return for safe asset is assumed to be the same 

(i.e., 1) with or without the threat of speculative run, and the proof of Proposition 3 shows that the 

expected rate of return for risky asset is smaller when there is a threat of speculative run (i.e., 

)N,,(),(  rr  ). Hence, the bank manager will invest less risky asset, when there is a possibility 

].
),(

))(()('[))]((1()([1
r

r
rfrRrrFrR ii
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of speculative run. In other words, when the bank has to hold the responsibility for negative asset values 

of insolvency, the marginal return for safe asset becomes: )(')( rrRrR  . Since this is higher than the 

case with the rescuing policy, we can hence conclude the excess risk result. 

Next, since Nσ measures the size of the bank (see Demsetz and Strahan, 1995, p.15), it is possible 

to examine whether the extent of risk diversion, defined by (r0−r∗),  is affected by the bank size. 

 
Corollary 4 A large bank diverts more risk than small one, but still faces a higher risk of insolvency.  

The proof consists of two parts. In the first part, we show that (r0−r∗) increases with Nσ. The key 

point is to demonstrate that the expected rate of return associated with r0 will increase with Nσ, while 

the expected rate of return associated with r∗ will decrease with Nσ. In other words, when there is no 

speculative run, large bank takes more risk than small bank; but when there is a threat of speculative 

run, the result is reversed. In the second part, we check the sign of 


N

))N,,((


 rF

. Since )N,,(  r  

is negatively related to r, together with the above result that r∗ decreases with Nσ, it can be concluded 

that large bank will take less risk and hence 0
N

))N,,((







 rF
. This seems to be counter intuitive 

at the first sight. However, as explained earlier, because a smaller r will decrease the charter value, 

which will increase depositor’s motivation to withdraw, the bank is in a more risky position for 

insolvency. 

Finally, recall from Lemma 1 and the definition of )N,,(  r  that, speculative run only happen 

for ).N,,(),(  rr   It is then interesting to check the relation between the probability of 

speculative run and bank size. The next corollary describes that )),,())N*,,(( 0rFrF     which 

measures the probability of speculative run, will increase with Nσ. 

 
Corollary 5 The probability of speculative run increases with the size of the bank.  
 

The intuition is that, the probability of speculative run )),(())N*,,(( 0rFrF     has two 

parts. First, for )),(( 0rF   since r0  increases with Nσ , together with the fact that ε(Θ,r) is 

negatively related to r, one can conclude that the risk of insolvency )),(( 0rF   will decrease with 

.N Next, for )),N*,,((  rF   since r∗ will decrease with Nσ,  ))N*,,((  rF   will increase 

with Nσ. All together, we conclude that ))N*,,((  rF   )),(( 0rF    will increase with the size 
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of bank. When the bank size increases, the bank faces stricter conditions for the long-run equilibrium, 

hence it becomes more likely that it cannot fulfill the condition. Elsingher et al. (2003) indicated that 

in Austria, 97 % of insolvency may be classified as fundamental whereas only the remaining 3 % are 

due to contagion. 

 

3.3  Management Earnings Forecast and Deposit Decisions 
Given Θ, the bank manager announces an earnings forecast δ∈{δL,δH} to the public. Recall that 

σ≡(σ(H),σ(L)) denotes the manager’s signaling strategy profile. These forecasts may change the 

potential depositors’ belief on Θ, and alter their deposit decisions. 

 

A. Deposit Decisions 

To be specific, we are interested in two sets of signaling strategies: separating strategy

),,())(),(( LHLH   and hybrid strategy ),)1(,())(),(( LHHLH    for 0<λ<1. 

Given the separating strategy ),,( LH    the beliefs are updated to 

 .1|)|(and      1|)|(    LH LpHp  

Given the hybrid strategy ),)1(,( LHH    the beliefs are updated to  
 

 .1|)|(and      
*)(1*)(

1*)(
|)|( 


  


 LH Lp

LpHp

Hp
Hp  

It is obvious that )(|)|( HpHp H  . 

The potential depositor’s utility U(Θ) in equation (2) is the utility ),,,( zrui  , i=1,2, defined in 

equations (7) and (8). The potential depositors will deposit their money in the bank iff .)(  UE  

Recall that NN L  , and NH denote the number of depositors associated with utilities )( ),(  UEU   

and U(H), respectively. Given the above updated beliefs, we have NL≤Nσ≤NH.  Moreover, since 

)(|)|( HpHp H  , we have NN    where NN    denotes the number of depositors associated 

with the prior belief p(Θ). 

 
B. Management Earnings Forecast 

An L-type manager has the incentive to mimic H-type, because there will be more depositors (NL<NH) 

and hence ),,,(  Nr  is higher. However, there is an implicit opportunity cost for mimicking. As 

demonstrated in Corollary 5, the probability of insolvency (including fundamental run and speculative 

run) will be increasing with the number of depositors (i.e. 0
N

))N,,((







 rF
). Moreover, since the 
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realized profit associated with L-type is lower than that with H-type, the depositors’s realized utility is 

lower than her expectation. Thus the utility difference ),,,( 2
N  

r  is smaller and hence the 

probability of speculative run is higher. 

Notice that this kind of endogenous misreporting cost does not exist if there is only fundamental 

run. In this case, the probability of fundamental run is )).,(( 0rF   Since ε(Θ,r) is negatively related 

to r, )),(( 0rF   will actually decrease with Nσ, hence attracting more depositors does not incur any 

cost. 

As described, we are interested in the separating and hybrid equilibria. We will demonstrate how 

the implicit opportunity cost of this nature can ensure the existence of separating equilibrium in the 

management earnings forecasts. 

 

Separating Equilibrium  Recall that ),(}),),(,({),),(,(*
)N,,(

** 


dFNNrNNrE
r






where r∗(N) is the optimal risk level for N depositors). For the separating equilibrium, the following 
incentive compatibility conditions ought to be satisfied:  

).,),(,(*),),(,(*

),,),(,(*),),(,(*
**

**




HHLL

LLHH

NNrLENNrLE

NNrHENNrHE




                         (13) 

In this equilibrium, the H-type manager reports δH and the L-type manager reports δL. So the number 

of depositors after observing δH is NH, and the number of depositors after observing δL is NL. The 

conditions describe that although the profit associated with NH is higher, the implicit opportunity cost 

is even higher to ensure that the L-type will not mimic the H-type. Recall from Lemma 2 that 

)),(,( *  NNr  is decreasing in Θ and increasing in Nσ. Proposition 6 describes that Lemma 2 can 

ensure the existence of a separating equilibrium. 

Before elaborating on the proof, we spell out the definition and rewrite the condition 

),),(,(*),),(,(* **  LLHH NNrENNrE  as 

)}.),(,((1)),(,(()),(,((){,),(,(

)]),(,((1)[,),(,(
****

**

HHLLHHLL

HHHH

NNrFNNrFNNrFNNr

NNrFNNr









After manipulation, we have  

),(),),(,()()]),(,((1[

),),(,(*),),(,(*
**

**





FNNrNNrF

NNrENNrE
LLHH

LLHH




                   (14) 

where 

).),(,(()),(,(()(

),,),(,(),),(,()(
**

**

LLHH

LLHH

NNrFNNrFF

NNrNNr
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π(Θ) measures the inclement profit of reporting δH instead of δL in this equilibrium, and F(Θ) 

denotes the incremental risk of failure. 

Using equation (14), we can rewrite the incentive compatibility conditions as:  

.0)(),),(,()()]),(,((1[

,0)(),),(,()()]),(,((1[
**

**





LFNNrLLNNrLF

HFNNrHHNNrHF
LLHH

LLHH




 

The necessary condition for these conditions is that 

),),(,()()]),(,((1[ **  LLHH NNrNNrF  )(F  is increasing in Θ. In the proof of 

Proposition 6, we show that this is true under Lemma 2. 

 
Proposition 6 Given Lemma 2 and that ),),(,(()),(,(( ** LLHH NNrfNNrf    there exists a 
separating equilibrium.  
 
Proof. To show that )()]),(,((1[ *   HH NNrF )(),),(,( *  FNNr LL   is increasing in Θ, 

first notice that since )),(,( * HH NNr is decreasing in Θ, hence  ))),(,((1 * HH NNrF   increases 

with Θ. Second, spelling out π(Θ), we have .0))(()())(()(/)(  LLHH NrRNrNrRNr

Finally, since )),(,( * HH NNr is decreasing in Θ, 











 )),(,(

))),(,((
)),(,(

))),(,((
)( *

*
*

*
LL

LL
HH

HH NNr
NNrf

NNr
NNrf

F  , 

which will be smaller than .
)),(,(

))}),(,(())),(,(({
*

**





LL

LLHH NNr
NNrfNNrf

  This term 

is negative if ).),(,(()),(,(( ** LLHH NNrfNNrf    Therefore, we can conclude that there 

exists a profile (NH,NL) such that equation (13) is satisfied. ■ 

 
Recall that )),(,(( *  NNrF   is the probability of insolvency, where )(* Nr  is the optimal 

level of risky investment chosen to prevent speculative run. )),(,(( *  NNrf   is hence the 

marginal insolvent probability. The condition ),),(,(()),(,(( ** LLHH NNrfNNrf    requires 

that the marginal insolvent probability for reporting high ability and attracting more depositors be 

higher than reporting low type and attracting less depositors. Under this condition, it is then possible 

to have type L manager invests less risky asset. Note that this condition is loser than single-crossing 

condition, and this is why the same condition can appear also in Proposition 8. 

A high forecast can indeed attract more depositors, but when they understand that the true 

profitability is actually bad or when the investment shock is unfortunately low, the bank faces a higher 

probability of speculative run. This concern creates an endogenous misreporting cost which prevents 
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the manager from lying in the first place. Proposition 8 shows that under looser conditions, there will 

be partial disclosure and the degree of information revelation is positively related to the depositors’ 

perspectives on profits. It is important to notice that, if we only consider the threat from "fundamental" 

run, the endogenous misreporting cost of this nature will not exist. As we will demonstrate, this is 

because when high forecast attracts more deposits, the probability of fundamental run actually becomes 

lower. There will be no endogenous cost for misreporting and hence the unravelling result 

Hybrid Equilibrium  For the hybrid equilibrium, the following incentive compatibility 

conditions ought to be satisfied:  

).,),(,(*),),(,(*

),,),(,(*),),(,(*
**

**




HHLL

LLHH

NNrLENNrLE

NNrHENNrHE




                             (15) 

In this equilibrium, the H-type manager reports δH and the L-type manager reports λδH+(1−λ)δL. 

Given the posterior beliefs in equation (1), Nσ  is the associated number of depositors. In this 

equilibrium, the L-type is indifferent between sending δH and sending δL. In the latter case, the 

posterior belief becomes p(H|δL)|
σ
=0, and hence the number of depositors is NL. Meanwhile, the H-

type manager is better off reporting δH than reporting δL and receiving NL depositors. 

Following the procedures above, we can rewrite equation (15) as:  

   
,0)(

~
),),(,()(~)]),(,((1[

,0)(
~

),),(,()(~)]),(,((1[
**

**





LFNNrLLNNrLF

HFNNrHHNNrHF
LLHH

LLHH




            (15)’ 

where )(~  and )(
~ F  are defined similarly as π(Θ) and F(Θ), except that now NH  is 

replaced by Nσ. 

Similarly, we can show that )(~)]),(,((1[ *   HH NNrF )(
~

),),(,( *  FNNr LL   is 

increasing in Θ, under the assumption that the density f(.) is increasing in N. The main difference in 

equation (15’) is that the equality holds for type L. Rearranging equation (15’) gives: 

.
))),(,((1

)(
~

)(~),),(,(

)(~
** LLLL NNrLF

LF

LNNrL

L











                   (16) 

 
Proposition 7 Given equation (16) and that )),(,(()),(,(( ** LLHH NNrfNNrf   , there exists 
a hybrid equilibrium.  
 

Condition (16) requires that for type L, the proportion of increment profit be equal to the proportion 

of incremental risk. Notice that in this equilibrium, the H-type manager reports δH and the L-type 

manager reports λδH+(1−λ)δL. When λ=1, the pooling equilibrium emerges as a special case.  
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Finally, we can determine how the degree of hiding information is affected by the players’ 

perspectives on ε. Notice that λ measures the degree that the L-type manager can hide the information. 

From equation (1), we know that p(H|δH)|
σ
 decreases with λ. Therefore, N

σ
 decreases with λ. To find 

out the relation between λ and F, it suffices to check the relation between N
σ
 and F in equation (16). 

First, spelling out equation (16) gives: 

 

.
))),(,((1

))),(,(())),(,((

)(~),),(,(

),),(,(),),(,(
*

**

*

**

LL

LL

LL

LL

NNrLF

NNrLFNNrLF

LNNrL

NNrLNNrL





 








 

Differentiating this equality with respect to N
σ
gives: 

.0
))]),(,((1[

)/))),(,((

)](~),),(,([

/),),(,(
2*

*

2*

*










LLLL NNrLF

NNNrLF

LNNrL

NNNrL





 

 

Next, differentiate this equality with respect to F, so we have:  

   
.0}))]),(,((1/{[))}),(,(())]),(,((

))),(,(([))]),(,((1))][),(,(())),(,(({[
2***

****




LLLLLL

LLLL

NNrLFNNrLfNNrLF

NNrLFNNrLFNNrLfNNrLf



 

 

Thus, by the implicit function theorem, .0/  FN  The degree of information hiding (λ) is 

negatively related to F. 

 
Corollary 8 The degree of information hiding (λ) is negatively related to F.  

Recall that F is the distribution for the random investment shock, such as demand shock, interest 

rate or exchange rate shocks (see Hellwig, 1998). Here we abuse the notion by assuming that, a higher 

F denotes that there is a greater chance that random shock is below a certain level. In other words, the 

depositors are more optimistic. This result indicates that the degree of information revelation is 

positively related to the depositors’ perspectives on profits. When the potential depositors are more 

optimistic about the future profitability, they are more willing to deposit their money. The motivation 

of lying to attract more deposits hence becomes smaller in this case. 

To sum up, the threat of speculative run will affect manager’s forecasting precision indirectly as 

follows. 

(1) The threat of speculative run forces the manager to cut down her risk taking. That is, the risky 

investment needs be low enough so that there exists a cutoff point in shock, )N,,(  r , to ensure 

that .0),,,( 2
N   

r  
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(2) Proposition 6 shows that the condition for the manager to tell the truth is 

),),(,(()),(,(( ** LLHH NNrfNNrf    which is related to the cutoff point characterized by 

the condition above. 

(3) Since we consider all possilbe ranges of parameters, Propositions 7 and 8 demonstrate that for other 

parameter ranges, telling the truth is not likely. In this case, we are able to describe how much truth 

(i.e., 1-λ) is in the forecasts.  

 

When announcing the earnings forecast, the possibility of speculative run will create an endogenous 

misreporting cost, in the sense that when a type L mimics type H, she can indeed attract more depositors, 

but when she understands that the true profitability is actually bad or when the investment shock is 

unfortunately low, the bank faces a higher probability of speculative run. Most importantly, if we only 

consider the threat from "fundamental" run, the endogenous misreporting cost of this nature will not 

exist. This is because when high forecast attracts more deposits, the probability of fundamental run 

actually becomes lower. There will be no endogenous cost for misreporting and hence the unravelling 

result. 

 

4  Concluding Remarks 

Financial firms are more vulnerable to the investors’ lacking in confidence, and a speculative run could 

happen when all investors lose their confidence and withdraw simultaneously. In addition to the 

existing discussions on endogenous misreporting cost such as reputation, propriety and social norm 

effects, this paper demonstrated that the threat of speculative run can serve as an endogenous 

misreporting cost which prevents the bank manager from lying in their voluntary disclosures. Hence, 

voluntary disclosures such as management earnings forecast can be informative, and the degree of 

information revelation will be positively related to depositors’ perspectives on the random investment 

shock. 

We have examined the existence of separating and hybrid equilibria in a single bank framework, 

so that we can isolate the speculative run effect from the others. An interesting extension will be to 

consider the case with multiple banks. Each of the banks allocates their received deposits among safe 

and risky assets, and they are interconnected through their risky investment (see Klein, 1971). With 

this extension, we can consider the impacts of systemic risk on the informativeness of voluntary 

disclosures in financial firms. The impacts of systemic risk actually combine both the threats of 

speculative run and the propriety effects, which has been omitted for simplicities in this paper. Finally, 

our model provides a convenient approach to measure the probability of speculative run. That is recall 
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the definitions of ),( r  and )N,,(  r . If we assume F to be normal distribution, then the 

probability of speculative run is )).,(())N*,,(( 0rFrF     Then we can use this measure to test 

the relation between forecast accuracy (see Hutton et al, 2003, for example) and the probability of 

speculative run. 
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